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ABSTRACT

International banks need to estimate their operational
risks due to external regulations. Based on their esti-
mations they need to provide private capital to cover
potential losses caused by these risks. Therefore, opera-
tional risks need to be properly measured and managed
in order to reduce the required private capital. In this
paper we discuss operational risks related to a typical
banking business process that is enabled by an IT land-
scape. We present how risks related to the operational
behavior of the IT landscape can be simulated. The
simulation results help to estimate risk measures like
the expected loss, the value-at-risk and the expected
shortfall. We further sketch how control theory can be
used to actively manage the dynamic reconfiguration of
a service landscape, in order to minimize modeled op-
erational risks. First experimental simulation results il-
lustrate our approach.

Introduction

We present a new approach to modeling and simulat-
ing operational risks that shows some potential to suc-
cessfully address open issues known from today’s best-
practices. The research question is how to model and
simulate operational risks of real-world financial orga-
nizations using organizational models (Brandt and Her-
mann (2013)). The main contribution of our work con-
sists of two parts: The first part is about simulating op-
erational risks using an approach that is bottom up and
top down at the same time. The second part is about
dynamic reconfiguration of service landscapes using con-
trol theory, which helps to actively optimize modeled
operational risks. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: We, firstly, reflect on the notion of operational
risks, introduce a real-world scenario and present the

methods and tools that we use. Secondly, we show our
first experimental results of an assumed IT landscape
as well as a preliminary risk assessment based on these
results, and potential next steps of our study. Finally,
we discuss selected related work.

Operational Risks

According to the Basel Committee of Banking Super-
vision “operational risk is defined as the risk of loss
resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes,
people and systems or from external events. This defi-
nition includes legal risk, but excludes strategic and rep-
utational risk” (on Banking Supervision (2011b;a; 2006;
2012)). Operational risks complete the risk portfolio of
a bank, which also encompasses credit risks and market
risks. Operational risks are largely firm-specific non-
systematic risks (Tchernobai (2006)).

In the context of this paper, we focus on the techno-
logical risk related to a business process that is enabled
by an IT landscape. We measure operational risks by
the help of the expected loss, the value-at-risk and the
expected shortfall, because these measures nicely inte-
grate with already existing risk frameworks in financial
organizations.

A real-world Scenario in Finance Industry

The concrete scenario we consider here was inspired by
a study of real-world requirements at Credit Suisse. We
decided to go for a business process that is about buy-
ing shares over the internet by the help of an e-banking
system. In this scenario, people select shares they want
to buy, put them into a basket, and finally pay for them
using electronic means like credit cards. Once in a while,
an account statement is sent to clients by email summa-
rizing all their past transactions.

In order to be able to discuss operational risks related
to IT systems, we decided to model a service landscape,
which implements and enables this business process.
The model is shown in Fig. 1. It comes as a Model-



ica model, running in a Dymola 2013 system. We call
this model “Case 1.”

Figure 1: Case 1
In this model, a stream of client orders flows into the
system. Each order has a certain business value in euro
cents, comes at a specific point in time, and adds up to
a concrete basket until that basket is complete.
The input stream in model “Case 1” is replicated (circuit
1) to be processed by an upper (basket, payment, col-
lect) and a lower branch (basket1, payment1, collect1).
Because if a request fails in either one of the branches
the other one always provides a potential back up. The
streams out of the two branches are merged (circuit 3),
collected and forwarded from time to time to a mail
service, which sends out account statements by email.
The basket services handle the book-keeping of all in-
coming requests until their corresponding baskets are
complete. Once a basket is complete, the whole basket
is sent to the payment service. Both services can fail.
This behavior is realized by failure distributions. Each
of these services has its own failure distribution. The
collect services collect all successfully paid baskets and
flush them out to the mail service based on a given time
table (flushTable, flushTable1). In addition to that, the
payment services and the mail services use di↵erent de-
lay distributions. The routing between the di↵erent ser-
vices is realized by circuits that internally implement
di↵erent Reo connectors (Arbab (2004)), which are ide-
ally suited to support the exogenous coordination of ser-
vices in an IT landscape. These circuits contain bu↵ers,
which can run full. In this case, incoming requests are
dropped, and, therefore, lost.

Methods and Tools

In this section we introduce the methods and tools that
we use and give a short explanation of how we apply

them.
Methods: Reo (Arbab (2004)) represents a paradigm for
composition of distributed software components and ser-
vices based on the notion of mobile channels. Reo en-
forces an exogenous channel-based coordination model
that defines how designers can build complex coordi-
nators, called connectors, out of simpler ones. Ap-
plication designers can use Reo as a “glue code” lan-
guage for compositional construction of connectors that
orchestrate the cooperative behavior of instances of
components or services in a component-based system
or a service-oriented application.3 Reo supports loose
coupling among components and services, distribution
of heterogeneous components, exogenous coordination,
compositional construction (which nicely matches with
the object oriented modeling approach in Modelica), an
arbitrary mix of synchrony and asynchrony, user-defined
primitives, dynamic reconfiguration, a formal graphical
syntax analogous to electronic circuit diagrams, a formal
semantics based on coinductive calculus of flow and (al-
ternatively) on constraint automata, and specification
and verification methods using programming logic. We
use Reo to model the exogenous coordination between
the services in our IT landscape. Hybrid simulations
(Saouma and Sivaselvan (2008)) encompass discrete and
continuous simulation techniques at the same time. Dis-
crete simulations are event driven and state based. Con-
tinuous simulations represent continuous processes and
are usually encoded using di↵erential equation systems.
We run hybrid simulations to implement the behavior
of constraint automata, which define the semantics of
Reo connectors, and we plan to use di↵erential equation
systems in order to codify the semantics of control ele-
ments. Control theory (Bubnicki (2005)) is a theory that
deals with influencing the behavior of dynamical sys-
tems. The objective of a control theory is to determine
corrective actions that lead to system stability. That
means, that the system will stabilize at some point and
not oscillate. Di↵erential equations describe the input
and outputs of a continuous control systems. We rely on
control theory to manage the dynamic reconfiguration
of Reo circuits.
Tools: Dymola4 is a simulation engine that supports the
simulation of Modelica models. Modelica5 is a special
purpose language for the specification of hybrid simula-
tion systems. Modelica realizes hierarchical model com-
position, encompasses libraries of truly reusable compo-
nents and connectors as well as composite non causal
connections. Its modeling methodology emphasizes ob-
ject orientation and equations. Dymola supports graph-
ical composition of Modelica models, and fast simula-
tion with symbolic pre-processing of these models. We
use the Dymola/Modelica bundle to model IT land-
scapes in an object-oriented and graphical way and we
use it to run hybrid simulations. Matlab6 is a numeri-
cal computing environment. Its add-on Simulink7 pro-
vides an extensive library of elements for control the-



ory, which are ready to use o↵ the shelf. We use Mat-
lab/Simulink to run control theory models, which ac-
tively manage the dynamic reconfiguration of IT land-
scapes coordinated by Reo circuits in order to optimize
operational risks. Matlab/Simulink integrates nicely
with Dymola/Modelica as it is possible to run Modelica
models, which have been compiled using Dymola, inside
a Matlab/Simulink model. Mathematica8 is a concrete
computer algebra system. It comes with an extensive
built-in functionality for statistics. We use the symbolic
and numerical methods implemented in Mathematica
for the risk analysis in our study.

Experimental Results

In this section we present selected experimental results
to further illustrate our approach. These results are
currently not based on empirical data, but on some ran-
dom numbers, which we generated based on the insights
gained from the analysis of the requirements derived
from the real-world scenario at Credit Suisse9. The
assumptions are strongly simplified in order to comply
with disclosure agreements.

We assess the operational risks related to the IT land-
scape represented by model “Case 1” by simulating its
behavior. Therefore, a request stream of incoming or-
ders from di↵erent clients is constructed and pumped
into the system. We assume that the value of orders is
normally distributed, that two to five orders form a bas-
ket and that the interval between incoming orders can be
represented as a Poisson distribution (Faisst (2003), p.8,
Schäl (2003), p.14, Giacometti et al. (year unkown)).

Figure 2: Input Request Stream (x:[s], y:[Euro])
Fig. 2 shows the incoming business value of each re-
quest at a certain point in time during the simulation
run. Fig. 3 presents the percentage of the most used
up first-in-first-out queue in one of the circuits of model
“Case 1”. The moment one of the queues is full, which
means that the used capacity of one of the fifos is at
100% as it can be seen in the figure, the system starts
loosing business requests. We analyze these losses from
the point of view of operational risks later in this paper.
Their accumulated business value in euro cent is shown

in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Used FIFO Capacity (x:[s], y:[%])

Figure 4: Accumulated FIFO Losses (x:[s], y:[Euro])
In our system, losses do not occur only due to full
queues, but also because services fail to operate success-
fully. This failure can have internal or external reasons.
An internal reason may be that a service is defective,
an external reason may be that some needed external
services do not provide expected results. In the scope
of our study we realized service failures as simple failure
probabilities. Fig. 5 shows the accumulated business
value that was lost during the simulation run due to
failures of di↵erent services in model “Case 1.” As it
can be seen, service failures happen from the very be-
ginning, whereas fifo losses start happening once one of
the queues is full.

Figure 5: Accumulated Service Losses (x:[s], y:[Euro])



We will see in the following that these di↵erent types
of losses result in di↵erent shapes of loss distributions
that are counterintuitive, and which contradict today’s
assumptions about the shape of loss distributions of op-
erational risks.

In our model “Case 1” paid baskets are collected in the
collect services. Afterwards, account statements are sent
out on a regular basis using a time table. Fig. 6 shows
the total business value related to these account state-
ments that are sent out at certain points in time.

Figure 6: Simulated Cash Flow (x:[s], y:[Euro])
We defined the accumulated business value as the ob-
tained cash flow of successfully executed business pro-
cesses.

Figure 7: Simulated Input Requests (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])
In line with today’s practice for operational risks we
present our finding using value and frequency distribu-
tions. In Fig. 7 the copula of the value/frequency dis-
tribution of the input requests is presented, which are
based on generated random numbers. Here, this cop-
ula looks as if it is built out of two independent dis-

tributions, which is, in fact, in line with the setting of
our simulation run, and, therefore, not surprising, the
outcoming results correspond to the inserted variables.
Assuming now independent value and frequency distri-
butions, estimating their parameters and constructing
a copula leads to the result presented in Fig. 8. In
the given case, we used a normal distribution to ap-
proximate the simulated value distribution and a Pois-
son distribution to approximate the simulated frequency
distribution. Both theoretical distributions fit the sim-
ulated distributions.

Figure 8: Estimated Input Requests (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])

Figure 9: Simulated FIFO Losses (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])

We see a completely di↵erent situation in Fig. 9. Here,



the copula of simulated losses due to full queues is
shown. The picture indicates that the underlying fre-
quency and value distributions are not independent.

We can see two centers of high value and low value losses
at a low frequency and one center of high value losses
at a high frequency. This experimental result supports
the statement made in Tchernobai (2006) that “unlike
market risk and perhaps credit risk, the [operational] risk
factors are largely internal to the bank.” What we see
is the structural impact a concrete IT landscape has
regarding the observable loss behavior.

Figure 10: Estimated FIFO Losses (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])

Figure 11: Simulated Service Losses (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])
In Fig. 10 we present the estimated copula based on the
obtained simulation data. It is based on the assump-

tions of independent value and frequency distributions.
As suggested in (Tchernobai (2006)) the value distribu-
tion is approximated using an alpha-stable distribution,
the frequency distribution is built up using a Poisson
distribution. However, as can be seen, the assumptions
do not hold. The shape of the estimated copula is signif-
icantly di↵erent from the shape of the simulated copula.
This shape mismatch indicates that top down measure-
ment approaches do not always work well. A much bet-
ter match between the simulated and the estimated loss
distributions related to service failures can be seen in
the following. In Fig. 11 the simulated service losses
are shown.
In Fig. 12 the estimated theoretical copula is presented
based on the same assumptions as before, in Fig. 10.
The potential reason for this match is that the overall
structure of the IT landscape has much less influence on
independent loss events in di↵erent services than rout-
ing decisions of requests have when losses in queues are
analyzed.

Figure 12: Estimated Service Losses (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])
However, what we can see is that the value of baskets is
no longer normally distributed. There are two centers
visible in Fig. 11, and there are apparently two di↵er-
ent loss distributions operating, one that causes many
losses, and one that cause only few losses. This ob-
servation is in line with the settings of our simulation
model, the outcoming results correspond to the inserted
variables. However, our settings should make sense be-
cause, in practice, the individual loss behavior of a spe-
cific service application should be specific to that service
or application.
Fig. 13 finally shows the simulated copula of the suc-
cessfully obtained cash flow in the end. We can see
four centers. A low frequency/low value, a low fre-
quency/high value, a high frequency/high value and a



high frequency/low value centers.

Figure 13: Simulated Cash Flow (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])
As in previous cases, this phenomenon is caused by the
specific qualities of the IT landscape in model “Case 1.”
Here, again, the estimated theoretical copula, in Fig.
14, oversimplifies the situation. Therefore, the often
advertised top down approach recommended to estimate
distributions for operational risks does not successfully
work here.

Figure 14: Estimated Cash Flow (x:[1/s], y:[Euro])

Experimental Risk Assessment

In the literature (Tchernobai (2006), Daldrup (2005))
the loss distribution is used to estimate the ex-

pected loss, the value-at-risk and the expected short-
fall. Whereas the expected loss can be priced into the
products and services, the value-at-risk is used to de-
termine the needed capital to cover potential, but un-
foreseen losses. In addition to that, the expected short-
fall can be used to optimize a portfolio of operational
risks. In the following, we suggest doing this using con-
trol theory, whereby a controller governs the automatic
re-configuration of Reo circuits that exogenously coor-
dinates services in our assumed IT landscape.
In Fig. 15 an alpha-stable distribution is shown de-
scribing the loss behavior of the simulated system. Its
parameters have been estimated using bootstrap tech-
niques applied to the simulated data. To take an alpha-
stable distribution in order to model operational risks
was suggested by (Tchernobai (2006)). Here, the distri-
bution fits the data generated by the simulation and was
accepted by all goodness-of-fit tests we checked. From
left to right vertical lines represent the expected loss,
the value-at-risk and the expected shortfall for the sim-
ulated period and for a confidence level of 0.95 on a per
business request basis. According to Tchernobai (Tch-
ernobai (2006)) di↵erent confidence levels lead to di↵er-
ent capital requirements. In order to keep our underly-
ing (numerical) simulation issues simple, we decided to
calculate the risk measures for the purpose of demon-
stration in the scope of this paper for a confidence level
of 0.95. However, current regulations (on Banking Su-
pervision (2006) p. 151) require a confidence level of
0.99 or 0.999.

Figure 15: Risk Measurements for Losses (x:[Euro],
y:[PDF])
In principle, the same can be done for the cash flow in
a symmetric way. The theoretical distributions here are
still under investigation and left for future work.
However, the loss distribution covers all losses that oc-
cur during the simulation, that is, losses of services and
losses because of full queues. As we have seen in ear-
lier figures, some loss distributions are impacted by the
structural qualities of the simulated system, whereas
others are not. Therefore, the fit of the alpha-stable
distribution describing the loss behavior of a system in
the given case cannot yet be generalized as it was sug-



gested in Tchernobai (2006).

Therefore, the approach we apply is at the same time
bottom up and top down. It is bottom up as it gener-
ates simulation data of the potential future behavior of a
system, which can be used in exchange of past loss data.
It is top down as it estimates parameters of theoretical
distributions based on the generated simulation data,
which are selected based on a priori assumptions. The
advantage is clear. Past data do not necessarily reflect
the future loss behavior of a system because IT land-
scapes constantly change. Simulation provides a look-
ahead, which fixes this problem. Secondly, today’s ap-
proaches to estimating operational risks are built on top
of data pools. These pools no longer reflect structural
information needed to assess operational risks. Here,
simulation can help as it is not (necessarily) built up
on whole organizations, but on organizational elements,
which may appear in di↵erent contexts and are more sta-
ble than organizations as such. Therefore, we suggest to
focus on organizational building blocks, setting them up
each to represent a concrete organizational setting, and
simulating them in order to derive the necessary data
for risk assessment.

Next Steps

The next steps in our study will focusses on the sim-
ulation of the model “Case 2”. Here, we assume that
incoming orders are not replicated and simultaneously
processed by an upper and a lower branch, but arbi-
trarily distributed to the available services in order to
maximize the overall capacity of requests the IT land-
scape can process. Fig. 16 shows the Modelica model
of “Case 2” in the Dymola environment.

Figure 16: Case 2

The main di↵erences compared to model “Case 1” in
Fig. 1 are the di↵erent Reo circuits that coordinate the
used services.
Our assumption is that model “Case 1” is better in
terms of operational risks when few requests of high
value need to be processed, whereas model “Case 2”
excels when many requests of low value need to be han-
dled. The corresponding simulations are left for future
work.
Assuming that the nature of the incoming requests may
change over time, as for instance, typical business situa-
tions at day and at night di↵er, model “Case 3” in Fig.
17 combines both earlier models. It contains a switch
that either selects model “Case 1” or model “Case 2”
for processing the incoming requests. From a theoreti-
cal point of view, the switch enables the dynamic recon-
figuration of the Reo circuits in the given IT landscape
by either selecting the first or the second configuration.
We plan to control the switch by setting variables of the
switch to certain values through a control model. We
assume that the control model can at the same time
read certain variables indicating the situation of opera-
tional risks from model “Case 1” and model “Case 2”,
respectively.

Figure 17: Case 3
Subsequently, we wrapped model “Case 3” in the Mat-
lab/Simulink environment and defined input and output
ports declared in the Dymola/Modelica setting. This
enables us to use “Case 3” as a black-box in this envi-
ronment. Currently, this Matlab/Simulink model just
reads generated random data created using Mathemat-
ica and writes simulation data into result files. In the
future we plan to use the Matlab/Simulink libraries to
develop the control model which then either decides to
switch to the first or the second Reo configuration. To
the best of our knowledge our suggested approach of us-
ing a control model in order to switch between Reo con-
figurations of a service landscape in order to optimize
the modeled operational risks is new and has not been



published thus far. It requires further investigation to
determine how to best capture the real operational risks
by the help of the modeled operational risks in order to
finally optimize the real operational risks.
Fig. 18 presents the general nature of a control model.
The target system represents model “Case 3.” So, the
control model still needs to provide the controller and
the transducer. The target system can be disturbed by
external noise or stochastic input data. The transducer
transforms the measured output from the target sys-
tem into a transduced output, which is compared with
a reference value that can stand for an accepted level
of operational risks. The delta or control error is then
used by the controller to provide the necessary control
input for the target system in order to reduce the control
error.

Figure 18: Feedback System

Related Work in Operational Risk Analysis

Three PhD theses have served as a constant source of in-
spiration during our work on operational risks. The first
one is by Anna S. Tchernobai (Tchernobai (2006)). It
presents contributions to modeling of operational risks
in banks and comes up with an exceptional in-depth
statistical treatment of available loss data. The sec-
ond one is by Anja Hechenblaikner (Hechenblaikner and
zu Selhausen (2006)). It presents contributions related
to operational risks in banks and provides an outstand-
ing methodological analysis of how to measure opera-
tional risks from qualitative and quantitative points of
view. The third one is by Britta Kunze who did an
outstanding job of analyzing the regulatory sources of
operational risks (Kunze and Poddig (2007)). Finally,
in his excellent paper, Andre Daldrup (Daldrup (2005)),
discusses with impressive clarity di↵erent approaches to
risk measurement, their strengths, weaknesses and po-
tential uses.

Related Work in Enterprise Architectures

A discussion about the regulatory perspective in enter-
prise architectures can be found in van Bommel et al.
(2007). Here, the question of implementing regulatory
requirements into an enterprise architecture or enforc-
ing them using flexible business rules shows up. By an-
choring regulatory requirements into an assumed control

model we serve both views. The control model is an
architectural choice, its parameterization, however, pro-
vides room for flexibility in the sense of dynamic busi-
ness rules.
From the point of view of setting up an Information Sys-
tem Security Risk Management (ISSRM) system, Nico-
las Mayer provided a reconstructed domain meta-model
that helps to capture all potential risks covered by cur-
rent industrial standards Nurcan et al. (2010), Mayer
(2009). In contrast to that, we covered just selected risks
in an assumed IT landscape in order to demonstrate the
potential advantages of our simulation approach.

Results and Future Work

Reviewing our main research questions, we were able to
provide contributions in the following areas: First, we
present an approach to simulating operational risks us-
ing hybrid simulation techniques. Our simulated data
enabled us to look ahead instead of looking back. Fur-
ther, the simulation preserved the structural informa-
tion of the system in the simulated distributions. The
simulated data can be used to estimate parameters of
given theoretical distributions. Second, we combine con-
trol models with Reo models to enact dynamic reconfig-
uration of service landscapes with the aim to minimize
the overall operational risks over time in an actively
managed way.
Potential future work entails extending the given sce-
nario by external service providers that o↵er additional
capacity to the system landscape. In this context, mar-
ket prices for services show up. The handling of shared
resources like services that run on shared servers, needs
to be studied and the competitiveness of “Case 3” in
combination with a control model needs to be validated
versus “Case 1” and “Case 2”. Likewise, the e↵ective-
ness and e�ciency of our approach must be compared
with today’s best practices. In addition to that, it ap-
pears useful to check if the presented approach is ap-
propriate to fulfill the AMA criteria, and to check which
impulses for the daily business of a bank could be gener-
ated using it. It may also be interesting to look deeper
into the question of what has to be done in order to
integrate our approach in the risk bearing ability in Pil-
lar II of Basel 2, and to think about using the results
to support the construction of computational methods,
as well as the design of non-deceivable risk regulations,
that can be applied by regulation authorities.
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